T he article in the December 1995 issue, "Do Occupational Health Nurses Have an Informatics Future?" (Knuth, 1995) posed several occupational health nurse information management problems that informatics applications could improve or resolve, This article uses an example to demonstrate how informatics can help to alleviate some of those problems. The discussion makes several assumptions: • You have consulted several authorities and have purchased the informatics tools that you need. • You want to organize your address directory, generate boilerplate and customizable letters, print address labels, and gather work related injury/illness data. • Your budget prohibits the purchase of a "canned" occupational health management computer program. • You will use a word processing program that has a merge feature.
EXAMPLE
We will begin the example by organizing your address directory using your word processing program three step MERGE feature. First, create a DATA BASE. Please do not stop reading and run screaming from the ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
room because you are afraid of the term "data base." A data base is merely a FILE, like a small metal index card file box in which one keeps recipes. That file holds the individual information RECORDS which are like the individual index cards that hold each recipe. Next, identify the, FIELDS or sections that will hold each piece of information. The fields are like the portions or sections that form the index card: LASTNAME FIRSTNAME ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP In this example, LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME, ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, and ZIP are the names of the fields. Each field must be named because later you will retrieve that piece of information by calling it by its exact field name. Because computer storage space is used by each character that is saved, computer users frequently abbreviate field names (e.g., LNAME for LAST-NAME). For this example, you will need to create and name additional employee data base fields to hold more information (e.g., telephone number, Social Security number, supervisor's name, private physician's name, private physician's address, work department, start date, date of work related injury, first day of absence).
The order in which you enter the fields does not dictate how the information is organized when it is printed; the order of the printed information is determined by the merge document's structure, discussed later. However, if the data are to be entered from a written form, users frequently save data entry time by placing the data base fields in the same order that the information appears on the hardcopy. Once created, the fields are saved. Enter the data into each record and save the record. If needed, you can change and/or delete fields and/or information entries and save the changes. Once all the data are entered and saved, close that section of the program.
Next, we create the MERGE DOCUMENT file by entering the portion of the program that allows one to create the merge document and select the type of merge document desired. In this case, we want a rotary file address card format. (The popular word processing programs have label and card formats that are compatible with the formats of the leading manufacturers of computer printer labels and cards.) When the selected document format is displayed on the screen, the fields created earlier are also displayed. To determine where you want the field information to appear, use the, CUR-SOR. The cursor is a screen display marker that indicates where the next data that are entered will appear. It is one character wide. Common cursor types include: a blinking square shape, a lighted square shape, a con-
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trasting colored square shape, a blinking underscore, and a lighted underscore. If you want an employee's first name to appear before the last name, position the cursor at the beginning of the first line of the rotary card. Then select the field named, FIRSTNAME. The usual convention is that each field in the merge document appears between two brackets (e.g., <field name». The program enters the field <FIRSTNAME> in the spot where the cursor was. Next, enter a space between <FIRSTNAME> and where you want to place LASTNAME. Then select the field LASTNAME. Again, the program automatically enters the field <LASTNAME> where the cursor was. Continue to select spots where you want fields to be entered, select the field that you want entered at each selected location, and the program enters the bracketed fields at the specified places. Once all the fields are where you want them, save the merge document. Now you have a data base file and a merge document file and are ready to be merge the two. Enter the appropriate portion of the program and identify the data base file and the merge document file that you want to merge. Next, begin to specify how the rotary cards are to be printed. You may want to limit the rotary cards to be produced to those employees who have a last name that begins with the letter "A," or to the employees who have a certain zip code. If so, specify the conditions that are to limit the labels to be printed. Next, instruct the program how to print the cards 150 (e.g., for sheet fed printers, two cards across and four cards down the page or for pin fed printers, one card at a time). Then tell the program how many cards are to be printed for each record. Once you have identified which labels to print and how many to print, activate the program to begin to merge the two files and print the rotary address cards.
ADVANTAGES OF INFORMATICS
If this is the first time that you have learned about a computer merge, you may be thinking, "That takes too long and is too hard to do. In half the time and with none of the aggravation, I could have hand written all my rotary file address cards." If all that our Informatics data base could do was to print our address cards, your comments would be lOO% correct. However, you have not read the entire informatics story.
The advantage of informatics is that you enter the data once and use it numerous times in many different ways. You can use the same employee data base file to merge with many different merge document files. You can make many kinds of labels in various formats (e.g., medical record file folder labels, urine specimen labels, supervisors' address labels). You can create customized letters; sort the data in numerous ways; and create employee lists that are in alphabetical order, in Social Security number order, and/or grouped by supervisor. You can produce reports such as a monthly Work Related Injury Report. What you can do is limited only by the type of data base information entered and how creative you are when constructing merge document files.
Although one must expend time to enter the data, update it as needed, and to create merge documents, the time investments are richly rewarded. Those rewards include: • Ability to respond rapidly to clerical requirements to customize form letters, produce address labels, generate customized reports, and maintain address and telephone directories. • Liberated time that can be used to do more cost effective, professional activities. • Access to rich, analyzable employee data. Informatics is a valuable, cost effective tool for the occupational health nurse that pays for itself in decreased expenditure of clerical hours, increased accuracy, shortened response times, and increased hours available for professional activity. Yes, informatics does help occupational health nurses to manage information.
